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Hunting in packs 

WHEN IS JOINT FORECLOSURE A CONCERN? 

The worry that competitors might get together to force a rival out of the market was a 
key feature of the European Commission’s (EC) recent assessment of the joint venture 
between Telefonica, EverythingEverywhere and Vodafone to develop a “mobile wallet” 
product for payments using smartphones in the UK. As this bulletin explains, such 
“joint foreclosure” concerns require a careful analysis of the economic incentives. 

The UK’s three largest mobile network operators are currently developing a 

platform for “mobile wallets”. Consumers will store their bank card details on a 

secure chip within their smartphone, and wireless technology will make payment 

as easy as waving your phone at the checkout – no more cash or plastic. The 

same secure technology could eventually mean your mobile phone replacing 

everything in your handbag: house and car keys, building pass, wallet – just as it is 

already claiming the camera, music player, diary and a host of other applications.  
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This collaboration was made possible by the EC’s September 2012 decision to 

permit a joint venture between Telefonica, EverythingEverywhere and Vodafone 

in the UK. That decision was not as simple as it might look on first impressions. 

The mobile operators are not the only game in town in this new market. Google 

has already launched a mobile wallet in the US, Apple is widely expected to 

incorporate a wallet feature into a future iPhone, and various banks and payment 

providers are forming collaborations to exploit “m-payments”. The EC was 

concerned that a joint venture between the three largest mobile operators could 

give them the opportunity to block rival mobile wallets from reaching 

consumers. With around 80% of UK subscribers on their networks, the members 

of the JV arguably controlled the keys to the front door of m-commerce – but 

could they use this to limit competition? 

With four mobile network operators in the UK (and several other “virtual” 

operators), it was unlikely that any solo attempt to block rival mobile wallets 

would make a difference. Each operator could, at most, foreclose access to 25-

35% of the retail mobile market. To have any chance at achieving successful 

foreclosure, the JV partners would need to act together to block competing 

wallets – a theory of harm that the EC termed “joint foreclosure”. 

GO WITH THE FLOW OR STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD? 

Achieving joint foreclosure would require all of the joint venture partners to act 

together to block rivals – something which competition law prevents them from 

agreeing to explicitly. So economic analysis was needed to understand whether 

they might, without talking to each other or colluding tacitly, nevertheless decide 

unilaterally to pursue the same foreclosure strategy. If so, then the authorities 

would not need to assess whether the “Airtours criteria” for evaluating the risk of 

coordinated effects apply. 

This turns on the question of incentives. There are two steps to understanding 

whether the incentive for joint foreclosure might exist: first, whether joint 

foreclosure is a stable and sustainable strategy and, second, whether it is a likely 

“focal point” for collective action. 

For the first step, the starting point is to assume that foreclosure is already in 

place across all of the joint venture partners. The relevant question is then 

whether any individual operator would want to deviate and allow Google and 

other competing mobile wallets to reach its customers. The box below illustrates 

the strategic choices in the simple case with two players: if both firms foreclose, 

then they can earn higher profits from eliminating a competitor to their JV; but if 

one firm chooses to foreclose, and the other does not, then the latter potentially 

benefits by being able to do a deal with the JV’s rival. 
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Figure 1 - Collective foreclosure incentives 
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The question is whether it is better to go with the flow and play your part in 

successful foreclosure, or whether more profit could be earned by standing out 

from the crowd.  Standing out and doing a deal with a rival wallet provider could 

well boost profits if it meant having a unique or attractive retail offer that other 

mobile operators could not match.  In the US, Google had been offering 

customers who activated its wallet a $50 incentive – the sort of inducement that 

could well result in some retail market switching if only one network were 

offering the Google wallet. 

The EC ultimately decided that foreclosure in m-payments was not a sustainable 

strategy. A key reason for this was the large size of the mobile retail market 

(c.£15bn a year in the UK) relative to the nascent m-payments market. This is 

important because whilst the benefits of foreclosure are obtained in the wallet 

market, the benefits from deviating come from the retail market.  The relative 

market sizes mean that even a one per cent gain in mobile retail market share 

would undermine the incentive to foreclose the m-payments market. 

A STAG HUNT 

The incentives in the UK m-payments joint venture case were clear enough for 

unconditional clearance by the EC. But it is easy to imagine other scenarios 

where joint foreclosure could be sustainable. For example, Ofcom, the UK 

telecoms regulator, expressed exactly this concern in relation to the recent 4G 

spectrum auction, where it considered that the same three mobile network 

operators might engage in joint foreclosure to buy up all of the spectrum needed 

by Three, the UK’s fourth mobile network operator. Ofcom was concerned that 

the cost of strategically acquiring excess spectrum might be low relative to the 

benefit of foreclosing Three from the market. It therefore reserved a certain 

amount of spectrum for a fourth operator. 

When joint foreclosure is stable and sustainable, one needs to ask the second 

question above: whether joint foreclosure is a likely “focal point” for collective 

action. Why? Because it is insufficient for joint foreclosure to be stable once it is 

in action, you also have to get there in the first place. That means solving a 

coordination problem, where each firm thinks “I will if you will” and equally “I 

won’t if you won’t”. There is no point going ahead with foreclosure unless you 

think others will also do the same.  There are two equilibrium outcomes, and
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both are stable when all firms have the same strategy. Everyone wants to go with 

the flow, whatever the direction of flow happens to be.  

Firms in this position are playing what game theorists aptly call a “stag hunt”. 

The hunters each need to decide individually whether to pursue a stag or hares. 

Catching a stag needs everyone to work together, but hunters on their own can 

expect to bring home at least some hares. The stag would be the better meal, but 

the hunter risks coming home empty handed if others take the easy option and 

catch hares instead. The best strategy depends on what you think others will do. 

So there are two equally stable outcomes. 

RISK AND REWARD 

What makes the stag hunt situation interesting is that the two possible outcomes 

are quite different to each other. One is more rewarding for the hunters (the stag is 

a better meal), and the other is less risky (hare hunting has no risk of leaving 

empty handed). The same can be said of a foreclosure strategy. It is risky – it only 

works if everyone does it – but it also has the potential to increase profits. 

Which then is the natural focal point? Here economic theory is divided. Some 

economists have argued that a natural focal point is what would be agreed if the 

players were allowed to talk to each other – implying that the most profitable 

outcome is the natural focal point. Others have argued that, in an uncertain 

world, one will tend to prefer the safe option. All it takes is for one hunter to 

have doubts, and then collective action breaks down. Behavioural economics 

research suggests that people faced with these types of choices usually plump for 

the safe option, and fail to coordinate on the more rewarding outcome. 

Both risk and reward matter. Foreclosure is more likely to be focal if it is cheap 

to implement and if the players stand to gain substantial profit from it. It is much 

less likely when the profit gain is small relative to the costs of a failed attempt. In 

practice, this means that joint foreclosure not only has to be stable, but it also has 

to be something of a ‘no brainer’. If the incentives only tip marginally in favour 

of foreclosure, then it is likely to be a risky punt. And as soon as one firm has 

doubts, others will have doubts about their doubts. Going on a stag hunt quickly 

looks less appealing, and the hunters will choose to chase hares instead. 

CONCLUSION 

Joint foreclosure is possible when it is both profitable and low risk. It can be 

unilaterally self-sustaining without tacit collusion between the firms involved, and 

without the need for the sort of monitoring and punishment mechanisms usually 

associated with coordinated effects. But this does require that the economic 

incentives support joint foreclosure, which the recent UK m-payments joint 

venture shows will not always be the case. 


